Get On Board!

Increasing Retention and ROI of New Hires

Now Hiring
For the first time in a long time, the job market is as busy as the supermarket on Sunday. As of the 3rd
Quarter of 2014, there were 4.8 million job openings in the United States. According to the Bureau of Labor
and Statistics this was the highest level of job openings since January 2001. Even better yet, we saw a
significant net increase in employment after accounting for turnover.
In the thick of budget season, there is no doubt you are counting and recounting your FTEs (full-time
equivalents) and forecasting 2015 hiring needs. You’ll account for the basics like salary and benefits, but
new hires come with an additional premium - the cost to get them on board. From external costs like
job-board postings, screening fees and background checks, to internal costs like recruiting staff and learning
and development, a new hire starts costing you money before they even start.
Now, don’t take this the wrong way, we love to see organizations growing and putting people back to work.
We just think that your human capital should be looked at like any other investment you make. Maximizing
your return on investment isn’t a mere monetary endeavor - it takes time and resources. But when you pay
the higher price up front, your returns take a jump, too!

20% of staff turnover occurs within the first 45 days of employment.

$3k - $18k : the cost to replace a quitter.

Forbes.com, 2013

Off Boarding - It Happens
All too often, the best day of a new hire’s employment is the day after their interview. You know - when you
celebrate, thinking you struck gold on LinkedIn and scored the perfect person for the job. Fast forward to
usually about two weeks later, and your onboarding efforts may already be starting to get off track:
•

The new hire just doesn’t seem to fit in

•

The new hire isn’t getting up to speed quickly enough

•

There just isn’t enough time to hold his or her hand

•

Your training program doesn’t fit the needs of the new hire

•

The HR team is small and overworked; the hiring team is short-staffed

The next thing you know, the new hire is a termination time bomb. Maybe they even feel it more than you do.
And maybe they move on to a company that doesn’t use terms like “proactive” and “self-directed” to cover
up the fact that their new recruits are stranded on a desert island with a training binder and an emergency
e-mail contact.
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Amplify the Message:
Hiring and onboarding is an investment of time, money and human resources. A
poorly nurtured new investment becomes a significant loss. Onboarding programs
aren’t optional if you want a high ROI.

Hire Education
A holistic onboarding program starts with the first new hire contact and doesn’t end until your new recruit
reports for work for the 91st day. Think of onboarding like a high-maintenance date. From providing the right
job description and setting realistic performance expectations, to supplying them with the right tools (and
we don’t just mean a stapler and chair), new relationships require nurturing. If you’ve done well, your new
hire...
•
•
•

fits in with your culture
is committed and engaged
has gotten up to speed

Moreover, your organization experiences lower turnover rates, improved brand image and reduced
recruiting costs.

Amplify the Message:
Talent is not as easily found as it is squandered. Don’t lose good people by getting
off on the wrong foot.

in-FUSE Your Solution:
There is no one-size-fits-all onboarding program, so we work with you to customize a solution that
establishes consistency in welcoming all of your new employees and empowers your managers with a
variety of tools to prepare them for hiring a new member of their team. You see, we don’t look at
onboarding as the sole responsibility of Human Resources and Training. Our programs are inclusive of the
hiring manager, coworkers and all functional areas or departments. After all, new employees are
assimilating into your organization; it takes a village to address the onboarding needs of each new hire.
Ellen Charlebois, Senior Partner for in-FUSION Group, has more than 25 years of human resource
management experience and knows how to turn a great new hire into a high performer. in-FUSION Group
can help you design and deliver an onboarding program that works. You work hard to find great people.
Let us get them to work hard for you!

{Contact Us: http://www.in-fusiongroup.com | info@in-fusiongroup.com | 877.224.2429}
Smart People We Quoted:
Bureau of Labor and Statistics, 2014
Forbes Magazine, 2013
Cool Tool:
Society of Human Resource Management, Cost to Hire Analysis Tool, 2013
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